
Fundamental of studio strobes with there various accessories.
     Building from one strobe to several.  

This class is geared to the very beginner in the studio.  
You should have working knowlegde of your DSLR camera with hot shoe.  

Profoto equipment will be used. This is a lighting workshop as opposed to a camera workshop.    
This is a show and shoot based workshop.  Students will be the subjects.  

Minimum of four attendees required 

Metering     Feathering     Bouncing     Feathering with reflectors     Flagging
Softboxes/Reflectors/Grids/Barndoors/Snoots/

Beginner Studio Lighting
Three hours   $60

Intermediate Studio Lighting
Three hours     $80

Comfortable with stuido strobes but want to sculpt subjects more.
This is a show and shoot based workshop.  Students will be the subjects.  

Minimum of four attendees required

Beauty     Commercial      Beauty Dish     Feathering     Reflectors
Flagging     Cutting     Scrims      Gels

Double key lighting     One to four light set ups

Advanced Studio Lighting
Three hours    $125

This is a class for high end studio lighting.  Strobes and Hot Lights will be covered.

Using several small dramactic light sources.  
Developing shadows and gradients in your lighitng.  

This is a show and shoot based workshop.  Students will be the subjects.  
Minimum of four attendees required

Mixing light sources     Shutter Dragging      Shake and Bake
Artistic choices     Double key lighting     Edge Key lighitng



Intermediate/Advanced   Lighting and Model Posing  
Seven hours    $250

This is a class for high end studio lighting.
Using several small dramactic light sources.  

Developing shadows and gradients in your lighitng.
Strobes and hot lights will be used.  

Attendees will be photographing a model based on our setup.  
Attendees will act as on set assistants and will be seting up and handling all equipment.

Images can be used for your website.
Minimum of four attendees required

Mixing strobes with constant sources     Shutter Dragging 
Shake and Bake     Artistic choices     Edge lighitng

Double key lighting     Gels  and Fog

I will be showing various types of posing  but the class will be heavy on lighting.  
With small light sources there is not much room for “moving” as you’re lighting for that specific pose.

Attendees will be shooting and given a model release. 
A minium of four attendees needed for the workshop.

Photographers will be photographing the subject one at a time.
Model and makeup artist will be supplied. 



Commercial Model Lighting and Posing       Three hours    $150

Working with commercial models

 Commercial high key strobe lighting set up to allow for greater model 
movement.  Commercial model provided and attendees will be shoot-

ing and given a non commercial model release.

High key white, floor length is your most important commercial lighting 
setup and can be done many different ways.

Set up of choice for my commercial clients.

Makeup/hair artist and professional commercial model provided.

A minimum of four attendees needed for the workshop.

No tipping required.

Beauty Lighting and Posing       Three hours    $150

Beauty model and makeup/hair artist provided.

This setup would be usedful for high end glamour and pageant shoots.

Attendees will be shooting and given a non commercial model release.
 

A minimum of four attendees needed for the workshop.

No tipping required

For scheduling and payments please visit            www.meetup.com/photographingmodels


